Impact of Radiance Data Assimilation on the Prediction of Heavy Rainfall in RMAPS: A Case Study
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Abstract: Herein, a case study on the impact of assimilating satellite radiance observation data into the rapid-refresh multi-scale analysis and prediction system (RMAPS) is presented. This case study targeted the 48 h period from 19–20 July 2016, which was characterized by the passage of a low pressure system that produced heavy rainfall over North China. Two experiments were performed and 24 h forecasts were produced every 3 h. The results indicated that the forecast prior to the satellite radiance data assimilation could not accurately predict heavy rainfall events over Beijing and the surrounding area. The assimilation of satellite radiance data from the advanced microwave sounding unit-A (AMSU-A) and microwave humidity sounding (MHS) improved the skills of the quantitative precipitation forecast to a certain extent. In comparison with the control experiment that only assimilated conventional observations, the experiment with the integrated satellite radiance data improved the rainfall forecast accuracy for 6 h accumulated precipitation after about 6 h, especially for rainfall amounts that were greater than 25 mm. The average rainfall score was improved by 14.2% for the 25 mm threshold and by 35.8% for 50 mm of rainfall. The results also indicated a positive impact of assimilating satellite radiances, which was primarily reflected by the improved performance of quantitative precipitation forecasting and higher spatial correlation in the forecast range of 6–12 h. Satellite radiance observations provided certain valuable information that was related to the temperature profile, which increased the scope of the prediction of heavy rainfall and led to an improvement in the rainfall scoring in the RMAPS. The inclusion of satellite radiance observations was found to have a small but beneficial impact on the prediction of heavy rainfall events as it relates to our case study conditions. These findings suggest that the assimilation of satellite radiance data in the RMAPS can provide an overall improvement in heavy rainfall forecasting.
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1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall events represent a significant area of concern among the scientific community due to their dramatic social, economic, and ecological impacts. Local heavy rainfall is generally a short-range mesoscale weather process, which makes it difficult to accurately predict the evolution and development of these mesoscale weather systems that lead to heavy rainfall events. Although over the last several decades significant improvements have been made in short-range forecasting, the accurate prediction and quantification of heavy rainfall events still remains a challenge [1]. Local heavy rainfall events are one of the greatest challenges in meteorology and hydrology, and accurate forecasting is essential for effective disaster prevention and management.
rainfall forecasting is greatly dependent on the accuracy of the initial conditions that are considered in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models [2]. With the development of remote sensing technologies, satellite observations have played a significant role in the improvement of numerical forecasting techniques by providing a more accurate estimation of the initial conditions. Thus, the assimilation of satellite observations into the operational NWP system has emerged as an important method for improving quantitative precipitation forecasting.

There are two basic approaches for assimilating information that has been obtained from satellites into a data assimilation system [3]. During the initial phase of development, the primary method of satellite data assimilation is to incorporate conventional retrieval from satellite measurements into the system. This method is one possible and effective way, especially for variables that are related to precipitation, such as cloud-top pressure, rain rate, and total column water vapor. Assimilating these retrieved data provides valuable insight into cloud-affected observations in the system, which can improve the hydrometeor process and cloud properties in the analysis and forecast atmosphere fields [4]. However, certain additional prior information and restrictive assumptions are generally required in the conversion process [5]. They can also bring some retrieval problems, which have been discussed previously [4–8]. The second approach is to assimilate the satellite radiances directly into the data assimilation system. This approach requires a non-linear observation operator to transform model variables into radiances, where the observation operator is expressed mathematically by a forward radiative transfer equation that is used to calculate radiance from model-state vertical profiles. Currently, the assimilation of satellite radiances is largely performed under clear-sky conditions, especially for infrared sounder data. Direct assimilation of cloud-affected radiances is very difficult due to limited understanding of the vertical structure of cloud parameters and uncertainties that are associated with nonlinearity of the moist physics process [4,9]. Wang et al. compared the assimilations of radiance and three-layered precipitable water from the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) [10], with results indicating a similar or comparable overall impact on precipitation forecasting. Theoretically, satellite radiance assimilation is superior to the retrieval assimilation [3,7] because the errors of the radiance observations are much simpler and more justified in direct radiance assimilation than in retrieval assimilation.

Radiances from various satellite instruments have been assimilated directly in most NWP models using variational data assimilation schemes [5,11–14]. These satellite radiances have shown a significant improvement in the forecasting accuracy of numerical models with better representations of mesoscale features [15,16]. A number of studies have demonstrated the value of satellite radiance observations in precipitation forecasting. Xu et al. assessed the impact of radiance observations from the Advanced Television and Infrared Observation Satellite Operational Vertical Sounder (ATOVES) on precipitation forecasts in Southwest Asia, with results revealing a reduction in the precipitation forecast errors for most locations within the 24 h hindcasts [17]. Zou and Qin reported that the assimilation of the imager channel radiances from Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites-11 and -12 (GOES-11 and GOES-12) resulted in a significant positive impact on coastal quantitative precipitation forecasting (QPF) that was performed near the northern region of the Gulf of Mexico [18,19]. Zou also studied the impact of assimilating satellite microwave humidity sounding data with a newly added cloud detection algorithm for a coastal precipitation event [20], wherein the precipitation threat scores were increased by more than 50% after 3–6 h of model forecasting for 3 h rainfall thresholds exceeding 1.0 mm. Singh et al. analyzed the impact of assimilating radiances that were obtained from the Indian National Satellite-3D (INSAT-3D) on short-range weather forecasts [21], where the results demonstrated the ability of temperature and water vapor sensitive radiances to improve not only the temperature and moisture fields, but also the wind fields. Sagita et al. examined the influence of the satellite radiance data assimilation on the prediction of two days of heavy rainfall in the Java region [22]. The results indicated that the satellite radiance data assimilation displayed a higher QPF accuracy than that of surface observation data assimilation. Wang et al. [23] investigated the impact of Himawari-8’s AHI on severe rainstorm, which occurred over North China during 18–21 July 2016,
and the assimilation of AHI radiances from water vapor channels was found to have a clear positive impact on rainfall forecasting accuracy for the first 6 h of lead time. Previous studies have reported the positive impact of satellite radiance data assimilation on the accuracy of NWP models, especially for quantitative precipitation forecasts.

This study aimed to examine the impact of the ingestion and assimilation of satellite radiance data along with conventional observations on the accuracy of heavy rainfall simulations in the rapid-refresh multi-scale analysis and prediction system (RMAPS). The rainfall event that was the subject of this study occurred over North China during 19–20 July 2016. It was one of the heaviest rainfalls in the past 60 years and caused major damage in and around Beijing [23]. The upper-level low pressure center slowly moved eastward, while the southwesterly flow intensified under the influence of peripheral flow around a subtropical high in the middle and lower levels, which produced persistent precipitation over North China. We focused on the influence of assimilating radiances data from the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) and Microwave Humidity Sounding (MHS) on RMAPS heavy rainfall forecasting. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the RMAPS, satellite radiance observations, the observed data, and strategy for verification that was used in this study; Section 3 details the experimental design and the quality control of the satellite radiance data; the study results are presented and discussed in Section 4, and the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Model Description

RMAPS is a rapid-refresh multi-scale analysis and prediction system that is based on version 3.8.1 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and WRF Data Assimilation (WRFDA) [12,24]. It was developed by the Institute of Urban Meteorology from the China Meteorological Administration in collaboration with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and has run operationally at the Beijing Meteorological Bureau since 2015. The RMAPS configuration includes Thompson double moment microphysics, ACM2 PBL, RRTMG short and long wave schemes, and 50 vertical computational layers. The land use data that was used in the RMAPS have been reprocessed, which has a higher accuracy and finer classification for urban areas. For the data assimilation system, considerable conventional and radar observations have been included. The background error covariance is domain-dependent, which has been generated based on forecasts over a period of one month in the summer using the NMC (National Meteorological Center) method [25].

Two nested domains are configured in the RMAPS, as shown in Figure 1. The 9-km horizontal resolution domain covers all of China, with 649 \times 500 grid points. The black box represents a 3 km horizontal resolution domain that is primarily centered in North China, with 550 \times 424 grid points. The 3-dimension variational (3DVar) technique was used for the analysis component in the RMAPS. Most conventional observation types are assimilated in both domains, including SYNOP (conventional grounded-based), METAR (airport ground-based), SHIP (ship observation), BUOY (oceanographic buoy), AMDAR (aircraft), RAOB (sounding), PILOT (pilot balloon system), and GPSZTD (ground-based GPS zenith total delay) observations. In addition to conventional data, radial velocity and reflectivity from radar observations were also assimilated in the 3 km horizontal resolution domain. Surface and atmospheric fields as initial conditions from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts were introduced once in a day in the RMAPS at 1800 UTC and 6 h spin-up run to 0000 UTC. From 0000 UTC, the RMAPS was able to produce 3 h updated analyses and 0–24 h forecasts serving the North China and Beijing area.
Figure 1. Two nested domains in the RMAPS (Rapid-Refresh Multi-Scale Analysis and Prediction system). The outside box is a 9 km horizontal resolution domain, the inside black box represents a 3-km horizontal resolution domain that is centered in Beijing.

2.2. Satellite Radiance Observations

The satellite radiance observations that were used in this study were obtained from AMSU-A and MHS instruments that were mounted on polar orbiting satellites NOAA18/19 and METOP-A/B. Both the instruments can provide passive measurements of the radiation that was emitted from the earth’s surface and throughout the atmosphere. AMSU-A has an instantaneous field-of-view of 3.3° at half-power points with a nominal spatial resolution of 48 km at nadir. It has 15 measurement channels, including 4 channels (1, 2, 3, and 15) that measure in the “window” spectral regions, which receive energy primarily from the surface and the boundary layer. Remaining channels are “temperature sounding” channels, which can be used to derive atmospheric temperature profiles [26]. MHS has an instantaneous field-of-view of 1.1° at the half-power points, and the spatial resolution at nadir is nominally 16 km. It has a total of 5 channels, of which 2 channels (1 and 2) measure in the “window” spectral regions. Channels 3, 4, and 5 are “humidity sounding” channels which provide atmospheric humidity profiles.

Additionally, the satellite radiance data that were used in this study were taken from NCAR, which underwent substantial preprocessing by the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service before being made available to users, including statistical limb adjustment and surface emissivity corrections in the microwave channels.

2.3. Verification Data

Two types of precipitation data were used for verification in this study. First, ground observations from automatic weather stations (AWS) were used to provide a reliable surface precipitation amount with high temporal frequency using rain gauges [27–29]. To match the gridded forecasts to point observation locations, the forecast value at P was assigned the value at the nearest grid point for comparison. Another type of precipitation data was derived from the Climate Prediction Center.
Morphing (CMORPH) products, which uses global precipitation estimates of satellite retrieved precipitation that is merged with hourly precipitation from ground AWS in China. The CMORPH precipitation is the gridded data with 0.1° × 0.1° horizontal resolution. Several studies have evaluated the quality and accuracy of CMORPH precipitation [27,30,31], and it has been found that it can capture the precipitation process very well with a more reasonable precipitation amount and spatial distribution. In this study, the CMORPH data were interpolated to the forecast grid for comparison through simple inverse distance weighting.

Additionally, conventional vertical observations were also used for comparison and evaluation. In the vertical, if forecasts and observations were at the same vertical level, then they were paired as is. If any discrepancy existed between the vertical levels, then the forecasts were interpolated to the level of the observation in natural log of pressure coordinates.

2.4. Verification Strategy

In this study, several standard verification statistics were used for evaluating the heavy rainfall forecasts, including bias score (BIAS), critical success index (CSI, or Threat Score), equitable threat score (ETS, or Gilbert Skill Score), probability of detection (POD), and false alarm ration (FAR).

Consider a set of forecasts that can only have two alternatives of yes and no. The relationship between the forecasts and the observed events can be described through a four-cell contingency table (Table 1). a (hits) is the number of positive (yes) forecasts that correspond to an occurrence of the observed event; b (false alarms) is the number of positive forecasts that were not accompanied by an observed event; c (miss) is the number of negative (no) forecasts that had an occurrence of the observed event; and d is the number of negative forecasts that did not have any associated events. Then, BIAS indicates whether the forecast system had a tendency to under-forecast (BIAS < 1) or over-forecast (BIAS > 1) events. CSI can be considered as the accuracy when correct negatives have been removed from consideration. ETS measures the fraction of the observed and/or forecast events that were correctly predicted, adjusted for hits that were associated with random chance. POD is the percent of events that were correctly forecast. The FAR index explains the inaccuracy of the forecast to exclude non-event cases. These statistical criteria, as listed in Table 2, mainly investigate the consistency of the precipitation forecast based on observations [28,32,33].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Perfect Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias (BIAS)</td>
<td>( \frac{a+b}{a+b+c} )</td>
<td>0~+∞</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Success Index (CSI)</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{a+b} )</td>
<td>0~1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equitable Threat Score (ETS)</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{a+b+c} )</td>
<td>-1/3~1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of Detection (POD)</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{a+b+c} )</td>
<td>0~1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Alarm Ration (FAR)</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{a+b} )</td>
<td>0~1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a_{ref} : (a + b)(a + c)/N, \) where \( N = a + b + c + d. \)

In addition, the Pearson correlation \( \rho_p \) and mean error (ME) were also employed to quantitatively evaluate the agreement of the spatial distributions between the forecasts and observations [28,34],

\[
\rho_p = \frac{\sum (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \sum (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}
\]

and

\[
ME = \frac{1}{N} \sum \left( \frac{y_i - x_i}{y_i} \right)
\]
where $X_i$ and $Y_i$ represent the $i$th data points from forecasts and observations, respectively, and $\overline{X}$ and $\overline{Y}$ are the means of the $X_i$ and $Y_i$ fields, respectively.

$$
\rho_p = \frac{\sum (X_i - \overline{X})(Y_i - \overline{Y})}{\sqrt{\sum (X_i - \overline{X})^2} \sqrt{\sum (Y_i - \overline{Y})^2}}, \quad (1)
$$

$$
ME = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - Y_i), \quad (2)
$$

3. Assimilation Experiments

3.1. Experimental Design

This work is based on the operational 3D-Var settings of the RMAPS. To evaluate the impact of assimilating satellite radiance observations for the severe rainfall event over North China during 19–20 July 2016, two parallel experiments were configured. The first experiment ("CTRL") assimilated conventional observations in domain 1 with a horizontal resolution of 9 km. Observations that were taken within ±1.5 h of each analysis time were assimilated every 3 h. All of the observations were assumed to be valid at the time of analysis for each experiment. In addition to the conventional data, radial velocity and reflectivity from radar observations were also assimilated in domain 2 with a horizontal resolution of 3 km. The second experiment ("DA_RAD") assimilated the same conventional observations as CTRL in domain 1 along with the satellite radiance data that were obtained from AMSU-A and MHS. The radiance data were assimilated in RMAPS through the community radiative transfer model (CRTM) that was incorporated within the WRFDA [24,35]. Satellite radiance observations within ±1.5 h of each analysis time were also taken for assimilation every 3 h in the system. For both experiments, two partially-cycling analysis/forecast runs were conducted at an interval of 24 h. Each partially-cycling run began at 1800 UTC, which was 6 h earlier than the synoptic times (0000 UTC next day), and then 3 h analysis updates and 24 h cycling forecasts were obtained using the previous cycle’s characteristics as the background.

3.2. Data Quality Control

One of the most important aspects of this type of data assimilation is the monitoring of the observation quality in which the data are being assimilated. Various errors that are associated with satellite radiance data need to be treated correctly, such as cloud and precipitation simulation errors, systematic bias, and random errors of observations arising from the errors in numerical models and instruments. In this study, a series of quality control procedures were performed based on those that were available for assimilation systems that use satellite radiance data, including observation error statistics, limb adjustment, cloud detection, data thinning (with 120 km), and variational bias correction.

Figure 2 shows the brightness temperatures of channel 6 in AMSU-A and channel 3 in MHS from the satellite NOAA18 at the analysis time of 0000 UTC 20 July 2016. The coverage of all of the observations before quality control is shown in Figure 2a,b, which includes dense data. After all of the quality control procedures were performed, the number of retained observations was 751 for AMSU-A and 697 for MHS, as shown in Figure 2c,d, respectively. The proportions of data that were used which were really ingested in the data assimilation system was greatly reduced.
4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of assimilation experiments using RMAPS are described for the heavy rainfall that occurred over North China during 19–20 July 2016. The description of the figures and the discussions of the results are included in this section.

4.1. Results

Radiance bias correction is crucial for properly assimilating satellite radiance data. Figure 3 shows the scatter plots of the observed (OBS) versus CRTM-calculated brightness temperatures for channel 6 of AMSU-A and channel 3 of MHS from NOAA18 at the analysis time of 0000 UTC 20 July 2016. It can be seen that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of background (BAK) with bias correction (BC) decreased from 1.312 to 0.291 (by about 78%) in comparison with the bias before correction (no BC) for channel 6 of AMSU-A. The RMSE of analysis (ANA) with radiance data assimilation was further reduced to 0.225 and the standard deviation (STDV) was also reduced from 0.290 to 0.225. The BAK RMSE with BC for channel 3 of MHS slightly increased. In comparison with the statistics of BAK after BC, the RMSE and STDV of ANA were reduced by approximately 55.6% and 53.5%, respectively. The correlation
coefficients between the simulated brightness temperatures and the observations were both more than 0.995 for BAK and ANA of AMSU-A, which were higher than the corresponding values of MHS.

Figure 3. The scatter plots of the observed (OBS) versus CRTM-calculated brightness temperatures (K) for channel 6 of AMSU-A (the first line) and channel 3 of MHS (the second line) from NOAA18 at the analysis time 0000 UTC 20 July 2016. (a,d): BAK (background) versus OBS without bias correction (no BC), (b,e): BAK versus OBS with bias correction (with BC), and (c,f): ANA (analysis) versus OBS with bias correction (with BC).

Figure 4 shows the vertical profiles of average bias (BIAS) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) at the analysis time 0000 UTC against conventional observations for temperature (TMP), specific humidity (SPFH), geopotential height (HGT), zonal (UGRD), and meridional (VGRD) wind. For temperature, the BIAS of the DA_RAD was smaller than that of the CTRL between 300 hPa and 600 hPa, however it increased in the upper and lower levels. For humidity, the BIAS and RMSE of DA_RAD were not reduced in comparison with the CTRL and even increased in the middle levels. For geopotential height, DA_RAD obtained a smaller BIAS in the upper and lower levels. For wind fields, the assimilation of satellite radiances had a little impact, with only a slight decrease found for BIAS at 700 hPa and at 300 hPa for RMSE. The assimilation of radiances reduced the bias of temperature in the middle levels, however it increased the bias and RMSE of the moisture fields. Radiance assimilation also showed an indirect positive impact on the geopotential height fields through multivariate correlations, however it showed little impact on wind fields.
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Figure 4. The vertical profiles of average BIAS and RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Error) at analysis time 0000 UTC against conventional observations for (a) temperature (TMP), (b) specific humidity (SPFH), (c) geopotential height (HGT), (d) zonal (UGRD), and (e) meridional (VGRD) wind.

Rainfall observations from ground stations were used to verify the rainfall forecasts. The area of rainfall forecast verification was the domain of 3-km horizontal resolution over North China, as shown in Figure 1. The rainfall scores were aggregated over sixteen 24 h forecasts during the experimental period. Figure 5 shows the CSI scores of the rainfall forecasts for 6 h of accumulated precipitation with six different thresholds, i.e., 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 25, and 50 mm. Below the threshold of 25 mm after 6 h, the rainfall scores of the experiment DA_RAD were higher than that for the CTRL. In comparison with the CTRL, the average CSI score has been improved by 14.2% in DA_RAD for the threshold of 25 mm after 6 h. For the threshold of 50 mm, the average rainfall score of the DA_RAD displayed an improvement of 35.8% for the first 18 h forecast range, with a substantial increase appearing over the 12–18 h forecast range. In addition, the CSI scores of the DA_RAD were better than the CTRL during the 6–18 h period for all of the thresholds. Figure 6 gives the corresponding BIAS scores for the six thresholds, and the BIASs of DA_RAD were all above 1.0 but below the threshold of 10 mm for the first 6 h, which is indicative of an over-prediction. In comparison with the CTRL, the BIASs of the DA_RAD were closer to 1.0 for the threshold of 25 mm, which indicates an improvement for the under-prediction in the CTRL forecast. For the threshold of 50 mm, the BIAS value displayed an obvious increase over the 12–18 h period in the DA_RAD, which was much closer to 1.0 than the CTRL. The ETS, POD, and FAR indices provided more details for the accumulated rainfall over the 6–12 h of the forecasts, as shown in Figure 7. The results suggest that the ETS of the DA_RAD was higher than that of the CTRL for all of the thresholds. As the PODs indicated, the fraction of events that are correctly forecast in the DA_RAD was greater for all of the thresholds except for 10 mm in comparison with the CTRL. Meanwhile, the fraction of false alarms in the DA_RAD was less than that of the CTRL, as the FARs indicated.
Figure 5. The CSI scores of the rainfall forecasts for 6 h of accumulated precipitation for the six different thresholds of (a) 0.1 mm, (b) 1 mm, (c) 5 mm, (d) 10 mm, (e) 25 mm, and (f) 50 mm.

Figure 6. The BIAS scores of the rainfall forecasts for 6 h of accumulated precipitation for the six different thresholds of (a) 0.1 mm, (b) 1 mm, (c) 5 mm, (d) 10 mm, (e) 25 mm, and (f) 50 mm.
The CSI scores of the experiment DA_RAD were slightly higher than the CTRL between 6 and 12 h in comparison with that of the CTR. For the 10 mm threshold, the rainfall scores of the DA_RAD were better than the CTRL between 8 and 14 h. The BIAS score differences between the two experiments were small before 12 h for the 5 and 10 mm thresholds. There was a positive impact of assimilating satellite radiances, reflected mainly on the rainfall forecast during the 6–12 h period. Based on the precipitation products of CMORPH, Figure 9 gives the spatial correlation of hourly precipitation between the forecasts and observations from 0000 UTC to 2400 UTC on 20 July 2016. It can be seen that the spatial correlation of precipitation from the DA_RAD forecast was higher than that of the CTRL most of the time after 6 h, especially over the period of 6–12 h.

Figure 7. The ETS, POD, and FAR statistical indices for the accumulated rainfall over the 6–12 h period of the forecasts.

Figure 8 presents the rainfall forecast scores CSI and BIAS for hourly accumulated precipitation with thresholds of 0.1, 5, and 10 mm. The CSI scores of the experiment DA_RAD were slightly higher than the CTRL between 6 and 16 h for the threshold of 0.1 mm. The rainfall in the CTRL was underestimated between 8 and 16 h, which was improved in the DA_RAD. For the threshold of 5 mm, there was an improvement in the CSI scores of the DA_RAD between 6 and 12 h in comparison with that of the CTR. For the 10 mm threshold, the rainfall scores of the DA_RAD were better than the CTRL between 8 and 14 h. The BIAS score differences between the two experiments were small before 12 h for the 5 and 10 mm thresholds. There was a positive impact of assimilating satellite radiances, reflected mainly on the rainfall forecast during the 6–12 h period. Based on the precipitation products of CMORPH, Figure 9 gives the spatial correlation of hourly precipitation between the forecasts and observations from 0000 UTC to 2400 UTC on 20 July 2016. It can be seen that the spatial correlation of precipitation from the DA_RAD forecast was higher than that of the CTRL most of the time after 6 h, especially over the period of 6–12 h.

Figure 8. The CSI (the first line) and BIAS (the second line) scores for hourly accumulated precipitation for the thresholds of (a,d) 0.1 mm, (b,e) 5 mm, and (c,f) 10 mm.
Figure 9. Spatial correlation (Corr) of hourly precipitation between forecasts and observations (OBS) from 0000 UTC to 2400 UTC 20 July 2016 over the domain of 3 km horizontal resolution.

4.2. Discussion

The results suggest that assimilating satellite radiance observations improved the rainfall score to a certain extent for the 19–20 July 2016 severe rainfall event over North China. For the 6 h accumulated precipitation, the rainfall scores of the DA_RAD experiment were better than the CTRL below the threshold of 25 mm after a 6 h run. For the threshold of 50 mm, the average rainfall score of the DA_RAD was substantially improved by 35.8% for the first 18 h, with most of that improvement associated with the period from 12 to 18 h. In addition, a positive impact of assimilating satellite radiance data on the rainfall scores was primarily found in the forecast range from 6 to 12 h.

To further investigate and explain the results of forecast rainfall scores, Figure 10 gives the spatial distribution patterns of 6 h accumulated precipitation on 20 July 2016. The first line displays the location distributions and 6 h accumulated rainfall observations of the ground stations, which are used for the score skills. The spatial distributions of 6 h of accumulated precipitation from the CTRL and the DA_RAD forecasts are presented in the second and third lines, respectively. The heavy rainfall that was based on observations was primarily located in the south and southeast of Beijing for the first 6 h, whereas the high rainfall from the CTRL forecast primarily appeared southeast of Beijing. The spatial distribution pattern from the DA_RAD forecast was similar to the CTRL, however the scope of rainfall above 10 mm and the rainfall intensity south of Beijing increased. From 6–12 h, the high rainfall observations were concentrated in and to the east of Beijing, whereas the center of strong rainfall moved east of Beijing for both CTRL and DA_RAD. In comparison with CTRL, the scope of rainfall between 20 and 50 mm in the forecast of DA_RAD increased and slightly decreased above 50 mm. It was consistent with the BIAS scores that were presented in Figure 6. For 12–18 h, the center of heavy rainfall was located toward the northeast of Beijing for both the CTRL and the DA_RAD forecasts, which displayed a good agreement with the rainfall observations.
Figure 10. The spatial distribution patterns of 6 h of accumulated precipitation on 20 July 2016. (a–d) are for observations at 06, 12, 18, and 24 h; (e–h) are for the CTRL forecast at 06, 12, 18, and 24 h; and (i,j), (p,q) are for the DA_RAD forecast at 06, 12, 18, and 24 h.

The forecast from the DA_RAD increased the scope of rainfall above 50 mm which hardly covered all of the corresponding observations, leading to an obvious increase in the CSI score in comparison with that of the CTRL. The heavy rainfall continued to move toward east and weakened after 18 h in both CTRL and DA_RAD experiments, which covered parts of the sea. During this period, the rainfall observations above 50 mm were mainly located in the northeast and the rainfall score was greatly influenced by the spatial distribution and the number of observation sites. Although satellite radiance data were shown to increase the heavy rainfall forecast score over a relatively data-rich area, the spatial distribution pattern and the location of strong rainfall changed slightly.

Figure 11 shows the spatial distribution patterns of 24 h of accumulated precipitation on 20 July 2016 for observations and forecasts of the CTRL and the DA_RAD. An obvious difference in the location of heavy rainfall was found between forecasts and observations. The rainfall observations above 100 mm mainly covered Beijing and the area toward the northeast. For the CTRL experiment, the heavy rainfall above 100 mm was located in the east and northeast of Beijing, which did not cover the Beijing area. Assimilation of satellite radiance data in the DA_RAD increased the scope of heavy rainfall, however the spatial distribution pattern of heavy rainfall was similar to that of the CTRL. Based on the precipitation products of CMORPH, Figure 12 gives the spatial distribution of the ME index between the forecasts and observations for hourly precipitation over the domain of 3-k horizontal resolution. ME spatial variability shows that the forecasts from DA_RAD and CTRL were both under-forecasted during the rainfall event, however the under-forecasted area in DA_RAD was smaller than that in the CTRL.
Weather Forecasts (EC) have been used for comparison. For 500 hPa, a low-pressure system in 2016 had a positive impact on the rainfall scores to some extent. The humidity in the east of the low pressure increased with satellite radiance data, however there was no change in the position of the low-pressure center. Consequently, the forecast from the DA_RAD experiment had a similar spatial distribution pattern of heavy rainfall to that of the CTRL, however it had a positive impact on the rainfall scores to some extent.

The wind, humidity, and geopotential height fields for 500 and 700 hPa at 0000 UTC on 20 July 2016 are shown in Figure 13. The atmospheric analysis fields from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (EC) have been used for comparison. For 500 hPa, a low-pressure system in the southwest–northeast direction can be found from the atmospheric fields of EC. There was a similar low-pressure system in both the CTRL and the DA_RAD, however the direction changed a small amount and the humidity in the center of the low pressure increased, which directly influenced the subsequent evolution of the low-pressure system. Assimilation of satellite radiance data also increased the humidity in the eastern part of the low-pressure system in comparison with that of CTRL. For 700 hPa, the center of low pressure was located towards the south of Beijing in the EC’s atmospheric fields. In the CTRL forecast, the center of the low pressure was towards the southwest of Beijing and the high humidity was mainly concentrated in the northeast of the low-pressure system, leading to heavy rainfall towards the east and northeast of Beijing during the next 24 h. Similarly, the humidity in the east of the low pressure increased with satellite radiance data, however there was no change in the position of the low-pressure center. Consequently, the forecast from the DA_RAD experiment had a similar spatial distribution pattern of heavy rainfall to that of the CTRL, however it had a positive impact on the rainfall scores to some extent.
which assimilated only conventional data, had the same setting as the operational running of the RMAPS. The DA_RAD experiment assimilated the satellite radiance data from the AMSU-A and MHS along with the conventional observations in the RMAPS. The accuracy and performance of quantitative precipitation forecasts from the two experiments were compared and investigated against the observations. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) Assimilating satellite radiance data in the RMAPS reduced the temperature bias in the middle levels for the 19–20 July 2016 rainfall event that occurred over North China. It also improved the forecast accuracy of 6 h of accumulated precipitation after 6 h of forecasting, especially for the threshold of above 25 mm. The average CSI rainfall score was improved by 14.2% for the 25 mm threshold and by 35.8% for the 50 mm threshold.

(2) Satellite radiances assimilation had a positive impact on QPF in the forecast range of 6–12 h. For hourly precipitation, satellite radiances increased the CSI scores below the 10 mm threshold during the period of 6–12 h. For the 6 h accumulated precipitation, the correct forecast rate increased with satellite radiances that were associated with higher ETS and POD indices, and the false alarm ratio decreased with low FAR values.

(3) Satellite radiance assimilation in the RMAPS increased the spatial distribution correlation of heavy rainfall after 6 h of forecasting, especially for the period from 6 to 12 h. Over Beijing, the under-forecasted area decreased with satellite radiances, which was associated with the better ME performance index.

(4) The spatial distribution of heavy rainfall from the CTRL and the DA_RAD followed a similar pattern, where the center of high rainfall shifted to the northeast. In comparison with the EC’s
atmospheric fields, a shift of the low pressure center can also be found at different pressure levels at analysis time, which directly influenced the subsequent development of the heavy rainfall system. Satellite radiances from AMSU-A and MHS provided some valuable information for the temperature profile that increased the scope of the heavy rainfall, leading to an improvement of the rainfall scores. Nevertheless, satellite radiance observations did not improve the shift in the low pressure center’s position, resulting in a similar spatial distribution pattern of heavy rainfall in both the CTRL and the DA_RAD.

Based on the results of this case study, satellite radiance data assimilation in the system of RMAPS had a positive impact on the quantitative precipitation forecast accuracy for heavy rainfall, especially from 6 to 12 h. Further research on the forecasting of precipitation is essential to effectively evaluate the impact of assimilating radiance data in the RMAPS, which will be a primary focus in our future work.
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